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ABSTRACT
AUSNet is a functional network of autonomous undersea vehicles.
We present two novel algorithms to enhance AUSNet. In live in-
water testing, a packet queueing problem in which stale status pack-
ets accummulated while AUVs were out of transmission range, was
discovered. A replace-and-hold algorithm was designed to replace
stale status packets. A store-and-forward feature using data shuttles
between disjoint network partitions, is also proposed. Both algo-
rithms were evaluated in a time-driven simulator. The replace-and-
hold method showed bandwidth usage improvements of 48% for a
typical AUV scenario and improved performance even when nodes
remained connected. Multiple store-and-forward models were com-
pared and showed varying levels of improvement.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Proto-
cols—Routing protocols

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
undersea networks, store forward routing, partitioned networks,
status packets

1. INTRODUCTION
The recent emergence of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs)

has fueled a desire for communication capabilities to facilitate node
cooperation and data distribution. The Autonomous Undersea Sys-
tems Network (AUSNet) [1, 3] was initially created to allow com-
munication between heterogeneous AUV systems and enable the
operation of multiple cooperating AUVs in fleet behavior.
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The undersea networking environment presents many challenges,
including ultra-low bandwidth and extreme latency. Since radio
waves do not propagate adequately through water, underwater wire-
less networking uses acoustic (sound) technology in place of Ra-
dio Frequency (RF) waves used in wireless networks. Acoustic
modems transmit data using the propagation of sound waves through
water. The acoustic network medium suffers from several unique
problems. Current state of the art acoustic modems typically oper-
ate at a data rate of 800 bps. Transmission latency is limited by the
speed of sound (approximately 1500 m/s in water) rather than the
speed of light. In a typical AUV deployment, two nodes that are 2
km apart experience a latency of 1.3 seconds.

A growing number of underwater networks consist of multiple
AUV systems, as well as many fixed sensor platforms. Thus, un-
derwater acoustic networking also faces the traditional challenges
of any mobile wireless network. Consequently, an adapted form of
traditional Mobile Ad Hoc Networking systems is a prime candi-
date for application.

Figure 1: In-water Networking Tests

The AUSNet project has focused on the creation of a multi-
faceted networking capability using a specialized implementation
of the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) Protocol [2] fused with an
innovative Prediction Based Routing (PBR) Protocol [3] based on
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the principle of Dead Reckoning. DSR is a reactive ad hoc routing
protocol where all nodes can act as routers, and each packet’s route
is determined by its initial sender. Routes to unknown hosts are
discovered via active route discovery, whereby either the desired
destination or any intermediary host that knows a route to the de-
sired destination can respond with route information. The use of
Prediction Based Routing is unique to AUSNet. When the network
topology changes, the route discovery mechanism uses a predicted
route rather than a discovered one. Prediction is possible because,
unlike typical ad hoc wireless systems, AUSNet nodes have a rea-
sonably accurate picture of their location. Location information
is transmitted to all nodes within the system enabling topological
awareness. The use of this routing method has been shown to sig-
nificantly improve bandwidth utilization [4].

AUSNet has been tested in water on several functional AUV sys-
tems using Benthos acoustic modems. The Autonomous Under-
sea Systems Institute (AUSI), in conjunction with Technology Sys-
tems, Inc. (TSI) and the Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC),
have tested AUSNet with the Solar-powered AUV (SAUV), pic-
tured in Figure 1, and the Mid-sized Autonomous Research Vehicle
(MARV). These tests took place in 2004 and 2005 at Lake George,
NY, in Narragansett Bay, RI, and in the Hood Canal in Bangor,
WA. During these in-water tests, a problem was discovered with
the way AUSNet queues messages when the desired destination
node is unreachable. This discovery provides the impetus for the
first problem investigated,packet queuing, discussed in Section 2.1.
Secondly, communication between disjoint network partitions by
using messenger nodes travelling between the partitions, has long
been a desired feature for AUSNet. These messengers nodes store
packets from the sender in one partition, travel to the destination
node’s partition, where they forward stored packets to the destina-
tion. A second algorithm investigated, thestore-forward feature, is
discussed in Section 2.2.

This paper proposes a solution to the packet queuing problem,
and a store-and-forward packet delivery scheme for AUSNet. Both
solutions are evaluated using a simulator and results are presented.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the AUSNet packet queuing and store-and-forward issues in more
detail, Section 3 presents related work, Section 4 presents our solu-
tions, Section 5 presents simulation results, Section 6 discusses our
results, and Section 7 presents conclusions and future work.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 Packet Queuing Problem
Within AUSNet, the packet queuing problem is the consequence

of a design decision that in retrospect has created several issues.
Within the initial AUSNet design, if a route is unreachable when
packet transmission is attempted, or if the desired route never ex-
isted, the packet is placed in a queue awaiting a proper route. While
this appears reasonable, it in fact causes the following problem:
When an AUV is operating, it will often send status packets at reg-
ular intervals. If the AUV is not within communication range of the
destination controlling system, AUSNet enqueues the status pack-
ets, awaiting a working connection.

An example is used to illustrate this problem. In the left side of
Figure 2, the AUV represented as node 2 is within range of nodes
1 and 3 and sends its status every minute. It then travels away
from the other two nodes, until it becomes disconnected as in the
right side of Figure 2. Node 2 remains at this point for 20 minutes,
while enqueueing a status packet every minute. When it moves
back within range and is reconnected to the active network, there
will be 20 packets queued. At a representative size of 70 bytes

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node 2 is connected Node 2 becomes disconnected

Figure 2: Node 2 periodically sends status packets, becomes
disconnected

per packet, these 20 packets have a total size of 1400 bytes in the
queue. Even more crucially, given the previously discussed band-
width limitations, this data transmission will consume more than
14 seconds of constant utilization of the communications channel.
This increases at an order ofO(n), wheren is the number of edges
required for communication. While this status information is im-
portant, packets that are queued later contain updated status infor-
mation and thus deprecate earlier packets. In order to save valuable
bandwidth, it would be beneficial to dequeue deprecated packets
and send only the most recent status packets.

2.2 Store-and-Forward Feature

Data
Shuttle

Network
Partition 1

Network
Partition 2

Figure 3: Store-and-forward with data shuttle

Within this project, a store-and-forward capability was designed,
in which two unconnected network partitions intermittently com-
municate by using messenger nodes that travel between the two
partitions. These intermediary nodes store the information while
connected to one network, travel to the other partitioned network,
and forward the stored information when they arrive within range of
the second network. Figure 3 presents the basic scenario for Store-
Forward Routing. The Voilà Protocol [9, 10], described as a unique
solution to connect partitioned ad hoc networks, shares many sim-
ilar goals to the Store-Forward extension to AUSNet. Voilà was
designed to function along a beach using a standard 802.11 wire-
less LAN between multiple tourist hotspots. Voilà used the fact
that people often congregate around certain spots to allow for con-
trolled broadcasting of data to apparently mobile nodes. AUSNet’s
extensions while also designed to enable communication between
partitioned networks has taken a different design choice. In sum-
mary, compared with AUSNet the main difference lies in the carrier
selection. While any mobile node can potentially be a messenger
in Voil à, within the AUSNet protocol a designated “Data Shuttle”
AUV that exists mainly to connect partitioned networks, is used.

To enable new Store Forward options in future, a generic inter-
face to various Store Forward models was designed. Additionally,
two initial models where chosen for implementation. One based on
a greedy choice, and the second around a method of Higher Level
Route Specification. Design rationale and specifics are presented
in Section 4.
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3. RELATED WORK
A lot of work has been done in Store-Forward Routing in the

area of distributed sensor networks, where a mobile node, often an
Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV), acts as a Data Shuttle in a “De-
lay Tolerant Network.” [6] The Delay Tolerant Network Research
Group [7] is a focal point for this effort. In the underwater domain,
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute’s Arctic Group’s work-
shop on “Arctic Observing Based on Ice-Tethered Platforms” dis-
cussed scenarios where many sensors acted as store-forward hubs
that divulge their data to passing AUVs [8]. The majority of these
approaches, however, view the Data Shuttle as a sink to collect sen-
sor data and then offload the data to an out-of-situation endpoint,
rather than as a means to provide bidirectional communications be-
tween distributed devices.

The Voilà Protocol [9, 10] is a serious attempt to provide this
functionality. Through the selection of carrier nodes, Voilà attempts
to send message to nodes located at the edge of network partitions
and relies on those edge nodes to transfer the message to the desti-
nation.

Finally, Li and Rus [11] use mobile modes whose trajectory
can be altered, in conjunction witha priori distributed informa-
tion about the speed and trajectory of all involved nodes. While
this presents interesting options, the assumption that a networking
protocol can alter the motion of a vehicle is unrealistic in typical
AUV deployment scenarios.

4. METHODOLOGY AND SOLUTIONS
Within the scope of this research, both proposed solutions were

implemented and evaluated using simulation. A detailed descrip-
tion of our proposed solutions and motivations behind our approach
for each problem is presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for Packet
Queuing and Store-Forward respectively. All the work within this
project was tested in a time-driven simulation via the Mobile Ad
Hoc Undersea Network Simulator that was developed while de-
signing AUSNet. The simulator is described in Section 4.3.

4.1 Proposed Packet Queuing Algorithm
To mitigate the accumulation of stale status packets in the queues

of AUSNet nodes, we propose a “Replace” and “Hold” model of
packet expiration. Additionally, the ability to deal with other expi-
ration models is desirable and consequently there needs to be sup-
port for them within the protocol architecture. This solution was
arrived at after considering two fundamental packet types: a) those
which are replaceable over time, and b) those that are not replace-
able. Packets that can be replaced later by more up-to-date versions
of themselves are replaced as needed while those set to hold remain.

Several minor concerns arise regarding this approach based mainly
on the amount of processing time that is required to handle packet
replacements. From a typical outlook, if all packets are inserted
in order into this queue, the replacement would require at a min-
imum O(lg(n)) per insertion. With a large collection of packets
this would significantly increase the handling time of an incoming
packet, to determine if it should replace an earlier packet or simply
inserted at the end of the queue.

A numerical example illustrates this concern. AUV systems cur-
rently have packet generation rates of one status packet every minute
or less. Conceivably, the arrival rate of individual packets is lim-
ited by about 100ms of transmission time for an 80-byte packet and
the propagation delay based on the speed of sound in water. If two
nodes are placed 500 m apart, the transmission of an 80-byte packet
would require 1133 ms of combined transmission and propagation
time between the two nodes. On this time scale required to generate
a packet, and the fact that the channel is limited to the transmission

of one packet at a time, the required insertion time is negligible
in comparison, even considering the low clock speeds of the em-
bedded processors used in AUV Systems. Therefore, the overhead
associated with these insertions and comparisons is insignificant
when compared to the overhead caused by the medium. To revisit
Section 2.1, as Node 2 transitions from its connected state, gets
disconnected and then reconnected, it is inserting a packet every 30
seconds. Using our proposed ”Replace” and ”Hold” strategy, node
2’s queue does not grow since the previous packets are removed.

4.2 Proposed Store-Forward Approach
Two Store and Forward models were implemented: a simple

greedy solution, and a higher-level decision based solution. The
greedy solution requires the inclusion of state information. As
was previously mentioned, AUSNet has an optional routing method
known as Prediction Based Routing, whereby the location and state
information is relayed to all communicating nodes and a three di-
mensional real time model of the network state is maintained by the
routing protocol. This network state model is used to make optimal
routing solutions at a given time. The Greedy Store-Forward model
uses this information to determine at a given time, which node in
the same partition as the source node, is closest to a packet’s des-
tination node. Periodically, a node will check the status of packets
in its store and forward queue, along with its model of the state
of the network. For a given stored packet, if another node located
nearby is deemed to be closer to that packet’s destination than the
current host node, then the packet will be routed to the closer node.
This option is mainly limited by the distribution of changing node
velocity and location information in a disjoint network.

The second implemented Store and forward model is that of
Higher Level Control. This option is designed for use in a net-
work of AUV’s operating under a high-level autonomous controller
such as the DIstributed Controller Environment (DICE) [12] that
designates a specific node as the Data Shuttle between two disjoint
groups. DICE uses a group behavior model that decides what nodes
would accomplish a given task best based on a set of variables.
Shuttling data is another task to be designated amongst nodes, for
which the most suitable node under a set of rules can be chosen.
A higher level application uses its ability to plan and command
nodes such that a specific node can be tasked (in addition to its
other goals) with the role of being the data shuttle between net-
work portions. All nodes are then informed of three timestamps,
depending on their location within the network. For nodes that are
part of the destination of the data shuttle 1) the time given is the
time at which the specified data shuttle will arrive at their location
2) the time the data shuttle will no longer be in communication, and
3) the time the shuttle will next be back in in communication with
the source partition. Oppositely, nodes whom the data shuttle is de-
parting are informed first 1) when the shuttle will disconnect with
them 2) when the shuttle will arrive at the opposite partition, and 3)
when the shuttle will next arrive at their location. This information
is used to determine the time required for the packet to wait for the
arrival of the data shuttle, if necessary, and secondly the time the
packet will need to wait on the data shuttle.

Within each system, higher level control dictates the use of spe-
cific intermediary nodes as gateways in the path, similar to Loose
Source Routing in wired networks [13]. This leaves the sending
node with only the responsibility of transmitting the packet as far as
the gateway. Once the packet arrives, the remaining routing to the
destination is the responsibility of the gateway. These approaches
differ in that while Loose Source Routing merely specifies the gate-
way, High Level Control also specifies a specific amount of time for
the packet to wait before rerouting and retransmission to allow the
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data shuttle to arrive at the intended network partition. This is im-
plemented as a list of wait times per hop in a network route such
that the packet will be held in a queue for a specified period of time
before being transmitted again to the next hop in the network path.

The design of a Higher Level decision maker within the simula-
tor, to simulate the possibilities for an existing vehicle controller,
was a challenging task. The calculation of a node’s time of re-
connection and disconnection to a network segment involves the
following vector based mathematics.

Given two AUVsA andB with velocitiesva andvb and initial
positions ofA0 andB0 the vector functions of position forA and
B are as follows:

A = Vat + A0

B = Vbt + B0

And the distance betweenA andB is defined as the length of their
vector difference:

D(A,B) = |(A − B)|

Using this information, we will derive the time of connection
(tc) and disconnection(td) for a pair of nodes. So

D(A,B) = |(Vat + A0) − (Vbt + B0)|
D(A,B) =

p

((Va − Vb)t + (A0 − B0)) · ((Va − Vb)t + (A0 − B0))
For visual ease,C = (Va − Vb) andE = (A0 − B0). Hence:

D(A,B) =
p

(Ct + E) · (Ct + E)

D(A,B) =
p

t2C · C + 2tC · E + E · E

D(A,B)2 = t
2
C · C + 2C · Et + E · E

0 = t
2
C · C + 2C · Et + E · E − D(A,B)2

Since we want to determine the time at which the distance be-
tween the nodes is equal to the transmission range,D(A,B) = Rt

0 = (C) · (C)t2 + 2(E) · (C)t + (E) · (E) − R
2

t

Applying the quadratic formula here presentstc andtd if Va and
Vb remain constant.

tc =
−2E · C −

p

(2E · C)2 − 4C · C(E · E − R2

t )

2C · C

td =
−2E · C +

p

(2E · C)2 − 4C · C(E · E − R2

t )

2C · C

This methodology can be used in a network that does use the
Prediction Based Routing component of AUSNet. In this case, a
path for the packet could be discovered upon arrival at the recon-
nection point through standard DSR active route seeking methods.
This method could be used to define a small time window in which
shuttle connectivity is assumed for a node and all queued packets
are sent.

4.3 Mobile Ad Hoc Undersea Network Simu-
lator

To facilitate the design of AUSNet, and to enable rapid testing of
alteration to the code base, the Mobile Ad Hoc Undersea Network

Simulator was developed by Matthew Haag at TSI. The simulator
is a time-driven two-dimensional environment designed to model
the propagation of messages to mobile nodes through water. Nodes
move through a set of waypoints that can be loaded from an ini-
tial configuration file or added on the fly. The simulator provides
the means for saving configurations of node locations and way-
points as well as the ability to store network performance statistics.
Conceptually, the simulator treats each node as a point in a two di-
mensional world, and treats each message as an expanding circle.
The simulator is designed to function at approximately 30 frames
per second, and at various simulation times the calculation of the
location of each node and message is accomplished using the time
offset from the previous frame. This enables the simulator to be
sped up or slowed down significantly based on user input to focus
on the interaction of an individual packet, or to run for an extended
time to generate statistical data. The simulator can also transmit
random messages between specified nodes for a given period of
time at a desired rate, and to manipulate the physical constants of
the environment to match desired simulation conditions.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1 Results of Packet Queuing
Two scenarios were used to exercise the solutions to the Packet

Queuing problem. The first, or “Normal” scenario, was undertaken
to examine the effects of using “Replace” in a standard network
scenario; one that had been previously used to examine the effec-
tiveness of AUSNet. Within this scenario the network remains con-
nected constantly. The second scenario is similar to the real world
situation in which the packet queuing concern was first raised. The
“Narragansett” scenario is a simulation of the Narragansett Bay
test run for the SAUV and the MARV where the MARV was dis-
connected from the network and spent significant time queuing up
packets. Each of these scenarios were simulated many times ad-
justing for various AUSNet settings, altering the state of the various
DSR-based configuration parameters for broken route recognition.
The default AUSNet settings are that the protocol will retransmit
a packet at most 5 times before assuming that the route hop being
attempted is no longer functional. Further, by default, AUSNet will
wait for 30 seconds between retransmission attempts. These values
define how DSR diagnoses broken routes and reacts to discover
new routes.

The implementation of the Replace flag for simulated status packet
transmissions from AUVs showed marked improvement not only
in the case of node isolation within a disjoint network, but also for
normal operation in a connected network.

Node 1 Node 2

Node 3

Node 4 Node 5

Node 3's path

Figure 4: Simulated AUSNet testing scenario

In AUSNet, all packets that are queued in any location, wait-
ing for a route, waiting for transmission, or waiting for confirma-
tion, are processed using the replacement model system. This leads
to significantly improved bandwidth utilization even within non-
disjoint network systems. Specifically, this prevents the build up of
non-critical traffic after a network change has happened and prior
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to its detection by the Dynamic Source Routing mechanisms. Us-
ing a previously presented AUSNet testing scenario, a network of
5 nodes starts in Figure 4 with node 3 in contact with nodes 1 and
2. Node 3 then travels slowly towards the endpoint of the arrow
attempting to transmit a simulated status packet every 30 seconds.
Along its travel, node 3 will break connections along each step forc-
ing packets to be enqueued before the route is rediscovered.

Comparison of Retry Attempts Prior to Designation of a 
Broken Route 32 Byte Status Packets
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Figure 5: Results for replace-hold simulation

Node 1

Node 2
Node 3
Initial

& Final

Node 3
disconn
-ected

Node 3
reconn-
ected

Node 3's path

Figure 6: Simulated version of in-water scenario requiring
replace-hold solution

As Figure 5 shows, the use of Replace flags yields a significant
18% improvement in network bandwidth utilization with standard
retry settings and 32-byte data packets. The more sensitive a set
of network settings is to a change in connection topology, the less
improvement is shown from the use of Replace vs. Hold.

As was discussed in Section 2.1, the discovery of the Packet
Queuing problem came from an in-water operation where a node
became disconnected from the AUSNet network, and on reconnec-
tion it used too much of the available bandwidth transmitting status
packets. This situation was recreated within the Mobile Ad Hoc
Undersea Network Simulator using conditions to mimic the origi-
nal run, as depicted in Figure 6. Within the scenario, node 3 moves
in a large 6000 m by 2000 m simulated box while nodes 1 and
2 remain stationary inside the box. For approximately half of the
time, node 3 is unable to communicate with nodes 2 or 1 despite
the fact that it is attempting to send a status packet to node 1 ev-
ery thirty seconds. Clearly, the advantages of the Replace method
versus the Hold method is expected to become evident here. The
long period of node isolation shows exactly how useful this method
can be. Replace queue handling showed a marked near 50% reduc-
tion in utilized bandwidth over the use of the Hold method across

 

Figure 7: Simulation results for replace-hold scenario shown in
Figure 6

the board with respect to all applicable variables. Specifically, with
64-byte status packets as shown in Figure 7, standard AUSNet Con-
figuration yields a 48% improvement.

5.2 Results of Store-Forward
Store-Forward testing was done with two similar scenarios, where

a group of nodes initially start connected, and then become disjoint,
with a single node acting as a data shuttle between the partitions.
The only difference between the two is that in the first “static”
scenario, once the initial disjunction has occurred, only the data
shuttle remains mobile. In the “dynamic” scenario, once the initial
disjunction has occurred, several nodes in each partition follow a
simple mobility pattern, similar to a repetitive search. Much of the
functionality of Store-Forward exists as a proof of concept that in
AUSNet, nodes can be selected and used as Store-Forward routers.
The graphs presented here are representative of the differing ap-
proaches, however, they are limited in that the best baseline case to
be provided is the Greedy method. The graphs are generated to ex-
amine the effect of time and message transmission on the methods.
Within the scenario, one node in each partition attempts to transmit
to a node in the opposite partition once every 150 seconds. Each
method is used with varying success.

 

Figure 8: Store-and-forward methods vs. number of messages
(static scenario)

In the static scenario, as Figure 8 shows, the non-predictive, High
Level Control model fares the best in terms of overall bandwidth
usage. All methods, however, enjoy nearly perfect message deliv-
ery due to the stable routes.
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Figure 9: Bytes transmitted by store-and-forward methods (dy-
namic scenario)

Additionally, due to the lack of movement, the state information
required for prediction-based solutions is useless overhead, lead-
ing to inefficiency for both models using it. Again, it should be
noted that only the least efficient Greedy model will function with-
out oversight from a higher level program. Both of the High Level
Control models require upper level input.

 

Figure 10: Percentage of delivered messages by store-and-
forward (dynamic scenario)

The dynamic scenario demonstrated a significant departure from
the static. Clearly, the addition of dynamic elements give rise to
significantly higher overhead required to properly operate the net-
work, both with respect to the distribution of state information for
prediction and with respect to the DSR-based route maintenance
that would be required. However, what was not expected was the
growing cost associated with the Greedy model as more packets
were sent over time, as shown in Figure 9. In addition, there was a
significant decrease in the performance of properly delivered pack-
ets. This is shown in Figure 10 with the drastic reduction as time
passes of the delivery percentage, falling to less than 70% with 600
messages. This behavior turns out to be specific to the prediction
model’s appliction to Store-Forward, not the Greedy method itself.

6. DISCUSSION
Packet Queuing Problem: The introduction of the “Replace”

algorithm into AUSNet packet queuing led to significant reduction

of bandwidth usage in both scenarios. This is interesting because
the algorithm was designed not to lower bandwidth usage for a nor-
mally connected network, and instead was simply intended to elim-
inate the barrage of transmission of useless information that would
occur when a node is disconnected from a network. This improve-
ment was found in a normal connected network because the pace at
which the replaceable data was generated, and would be typically
generated by real AUVs, exceeds the time required to determine
a route to be broken. Through variation of the key factors to de-
termine broken routes within DSR, it was shown that as the time
to determine a broken route increases, the value of “Replace” in-
creases as well.

Store-Forward Routing: With both Store-Forward models, as
the network continues to operate, the disjoint partitions have an
increasingly inaccurate model of the location of the opposing parti-
tions. This is due to the Dead Reckoning based model in AUSNet,
which assumes that a node travels with a fixed speed and direction
between updates. When two networks are portioned, the nodes do
not receive updates from other partitions. Ideally, the data shuttle
could be configured to store a reasonable amount of location infor-
mation updates so that when the shuttle arrives at the opposite par-
tition, this information could be disseminated. While this seems to
be a simple conceptual approach, it lacks several subtleties. First,
with the Greedy methodology, there is no simple “Data Shuttle”.
Instead, all nodes act as data shuttles as the need arises. Hence
no specific node can easily be placed with the burden of inform-
ing the partitions. Secondly, if a node is moving parallel to a data
shuttle at the time of the shuttle’s disconnection from the network’s
partition, the shuttle will continue to assume the node is traveling
along that path as it does not receive a subsequent update if the
node alters course. In general this exposes a weakness not in the
Greedy method of data shuttling, but rather within the distribution
of information for Prediction Based Routing in general.

Resolving this concern requires an analysis of the design goals
of the Prediction Based Routing system in the context of the un-
derwater acoustic medium. Many AUV systems, utilize way-point
navigation. Despite the prevalence of such navigation methods,
AUSNet’s PBR capability exists solely in terms of initial position
and velocity.

Much of the problem specified here with respect to location mod-
els applies to the use of prediction based routing as a component of
the High Level Control model as well. When the specified shuttle
arrives at the location where it is expected to disperse the received
messages, its Dead Reckoning model is quite out of date. This leads
to poor route choices due to inaccurate predictions. The use of poor
routes in many cases is more costly with respect to used bandwidth
than the use of DSR-based discovery to find proper routes. How-
ever, this is partially an artifact of the specific simulation scenarios.
There was little inter-partition communication in either of the ex-
amples, as they were designed to test the extra-partition function-
ality. The use of both tactics to improve the Greedy model also has
application here, notably to improve prediction data.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have examined the packet queuing and store

and forward routing issues as they relate to AUV networking. It has
been shown that significant improvement can be gained through the
use of expiration of stale data. Furthermore, two different methods
of transmitting data between partitioned networks have been pro-
posed and evaluated with varying success. The use of packet re-
placement in all possible applications will result in marked reduc-
tion of unneeded network traffic when ever the network topology
alters and the reactive DSR based component of AUSNet needs to
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re-establish a proper route between hosts. This applies not only
to the Narragansett Bay scenario, where a node is temporarily dis-
connected from the network, but also in many other typical ad hoc
network scenarios, provided that an alteration of network linkage
occurs.

Several opportunities exist to build upon these stale packet ex-
piration schemes. This includes the possibility of incorporating a
time-based expiration into the scheme as an additional expiration
model. This would allow a packet to be held for a period of time
after which it should be assumed to be stale and removed. There
are several subtle issues involved in this solution because expiration
models need to work on all nodes, not simply the originator. For
example, to conserve bandwidth, there is no timestamp in AUSNet.

The two Store-Forward models used to span partitioned networks,
Greedy and High Level Control, each performed with varying suc-
cess. The first conclusion is that there are problems with respect to
the Greedy model, and its data shuttle choices. Second, and much
in the same vein, the usefulness with respect to the chosen scenarios
of Prediction Based Routing (PBR) is called into question.

An investigation of how state information can be best spread in
the dynamic and unconnected state of AUV networks would be in-
teresting. The most promising suggestion is the use of an optional
waypoint-based system of state information rather than the simple
position and velocity based system now incorporated within AUS-
Net’s prediction based routing scheme. On top of that, additional
future work would involve the use of data shuttles to also shuttle
some semblance of position-based data, to enable all network seg-
ments to have moderately accurate predictions of node locations of
nodes in other segments. Finally, these algorithms shall continue
to be tested within AUVs situated in the field to validate simulation
results, and build their credibility within the AUV user community.
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